WHAT DO YOU KNOW
About The Institute?

Author of Today's "What Do You Know" Queries

1. When and by whom was the Charter granted?
2. What were the three integral parts of the Institute as provided for in the Charter?
3. How many of these integral parts have been established?
4. When did the Institute graduate the first class?
5. Name the five presidents of the Institute in order of succession (not including Acting Presidents).
6. Where were the Institute classes first held?
7. When was the Institute moved to the present site?
8. Who was the architect of the present buildings?
9. Who were the builders?
10. What is the extreme height of the dome, above the roof of the Great Court?
11. What is the approximate area in square feet of the floor of the main block of attached education?
12. Which rank of the staff of instruction constitutes the Faculty?
13. Name the recognized Department of Instruction.
14. Which Department has the largest enrollment?
15. What are the courses in Building Construction, which will be given on Tuesday, March 29, when
16. What are the offices of business administration?
17. Who are eligible to membership in the Alumni Association?
18. How many academic degrees are granted by the Institute?
19. What number of the early instructors was considered the Institute's present educational educators?
20. What noted sculptor was once a student at the Institute?
21. What noted painter was once a student at the Institute?
22. What noted astronomer was once a student at the Institute?
23. How is the "Institute Committee" constituted?
24. What are the principal duties of the Corporation?
25. What are many of the duties of the Corporation carried out?

NOTE: This is the first of a series of questions concerning various phases of Institute life. Answers to today's questions will be published in Friday's issue.

Sophomores Will Continue Ticket
Sale Tomorrow

Committee Will Endeavor To Bring Total to 350 Couples

Tickets for the Sophomore Dance will again go on sale in the Mats Building on Saturday afternoon each week.

Following the short business meeting of the Alumni Council, Arthur E. Plant, Chairman of the Finance Committee, will speak on the financial position of the alumni association as the main topic of the meeting.

The sale of alumni tickets will begin this Friday evening at the College Club. A luncheon on the 4th floor of the College Club will be held as the social part of the Alumni Council meeting.

Approximately one-third of the Senior Class have common knowledge of the history of the insurance plan selected by the members of the Committee, and a majority of the members of each class are taking the subject of insurance.
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THE TECH

THE VAGABOND KING

Boston has been waiting a long time for the "Vagabond King" and its fans and popularity had preceded it. It was just the sort of play Boston likes. It is not quite as good as it was advertised, but it has the same uplift as the old "Fitz Hill" plays. It has a definite purpose in it. It contains the life story of a young Frenchman, who played a part in the end of the war. It is quite a remarkable piece of work in the muses—for it is the only original play composed for the occasion. The plot concerns Francois, husband of the original play, and patriot of France. We were told that the latter play was a true interpretation of the present France. It was a sentimental and patriotic play, but it is very amusing and very well written.

As We Like It

It is not often, in these days at least, that we have the opportunity of giving a first-hand description of the work of a playwright. When the New Park Theatre presented "As We Like It" in one of the most famous parts of the country, we were able to do so. There are certain plays that every student of literature and every college student have seen and read about. But when one actually sees a play, it has a definite purpose in it. It contains the life story of a young Frenchman, who played a part in the end of the war. It is quite a remarkable piece of work in the muses—for it is the only original play composed for the occasion. The plot concerns Francois, husband of the original play, and patriot of France. We were told that the latter play was a true interpretation of the present France. It was a sentimental and patriotic play, but it is very amusing and very well written.

OSTING HONOR SYSTEMS

Honor systems in conducting examinations have been tried in many colleges during the past few years. Their adoption was hailed by the students as a League of Students for the abolition of open warfare between the student body and the instructing staff. The system was heralded by the idealists as a means of purging the college from the sins of the fathers. They attempted to emulate the college man in the shadow of the reformer. They tire enjoying themselves bereft of any sinister motive. The purists, on the other hand, are perfectly satisfied with their system of examinations. Student government in other lines of collegiate activity has been tried in some institutions and agitation against it in others. After the first few examinations when the novelty of the new conditions and values had somewhat dimmed, and several institutions and agitation against it in others. After the
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Pack Up Your Indian Scout - Athletic Equipment

136 Main Ave., Boston, Mass.

Law Students - The Boston University Law School

Athletic Equipment
Tennis, Baseball, Basketball, Squash, and Track Supplies

HARRY COWLES
University 6516

When a box of "hay" in a freight car to Whitehall, N. Y., found $50,000 worth of U.S. bonds. This was a workman in the Waverly (New York) railroad." When a box of "hay" in a freight car to Whitehall, N. Y., found $50,000 worth of U.S. bonds. This was a workman in the Waverly (New York) railroad.

Pack Up Your Indian Scout - Athletic Equipment

Our Boston Store 207 Washington St. has shoes to show that are worth seeing.

OIL GOLD - It's the Smoothest Cigarette

Not a Cough in a Carload

Few Tickets Left for Soph. Dance

New England Cavemen

Technology's swimming season was quite successful. The schedule included the seven finest mast teams in the East and was closed by participation in the New England Intercollegiate Meet, this year held at Wesleyan in the Fiji-weather Natatorium, Middletown. The Beaver team, under the able direction of Coach Russell Dean, quickly rounded into a powerful unit and became as formidable as any competitors in its class, surpassing any that Technology has had for years.

The corps of the villain were drowned by the "deceiving" of Clarence. But what could the poor fellow do? When a man's throat tickles... he's got a cough!

The noun for Spring Track has come from the domain of Old Gold. Men are especially interested in field events, only as in fact, Prospect Crouch is a member of last year's track and field team which placed the Harvard name for the first time in the records. Thus many more real reinforcement in preparation for the first meet will be presented on April 23 with Harvard in the Stadium.

In the past two matches, against Ambrose and Wesleyan, the Beavers were victims of bad luck. Both races were lost by the races. A new Institute record for the 100 backstroke of 2 minutes 8.6 of a second, by Normal, lowered the 260 yard breaststroke mark to 2 minutes 38.64 seconds. During the meet of the Penobscot Press and Normal, a new Ternatator's first and second, and in the last four miles Lacy gained the lead and a second.

A third Institute record fell in the performance of the New England Meet when the relay team clipped one second from the 260 yard time which had stood since 1912. The record now stands at 2 minutes 19.59 seconds.

Captain Grover was high point man in the meet with Wesman as Lory stepped off the track for the Beavers. Back stroke of 2 minutes and 8.6 of a second, and Pamela lowered the 260 yard breaststroke mark to 2 minutes 38.64 seconds. During the meet of the Penobscot Press and Normal, a new Institute record fell in the performance of the New England Meet when the relay team clipped one second from the 260 yard time which had stood since 1912. The record now stands at 2 minutes 19.59 seconds.

Wright & Ditson

1900 Mass Avenue, Cambridge

244 Washington St., Boston

...someduy... some day... it will be done. If looks could kill, Clarence would have been murdered by fifty people around him.

For Saturday Evening
Discount to Tech Men
EGW. F. P. BURNS COMPANY
105 Summer St., Boston

...it happened in the Second Act! A Tragic Scene... but it had a Happy Ending
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Football Situation at Technology Would Depend on Time Element

Special Privileges Required For Men Playing on The Teams

One of the most important argu-
ments that must be taken into con-
sideration concerning varsity football at Tech is the question of the time ele-
ment. It is an undisputed opinion that few students are satisfied with the number of hours that any given team member must spend in practice every day.

The typical student is in a situation where he must practice every day. Therefore, it is entirely different from that most college students live under. It is true that the amount of time which requires a great deal of time to be spent in practice, which is, unfortunately, is usually scheduled for the afternoon hours. This means that the practice periods fall directly into the schedule of the afternoon class work.

Some students do not have five o'clock classes on the same day; thus, they are free from class work from 3 to 5 o'clock. The question of no time privileges to one student, all students having five o'clock classes, is being brought up by the athletic authorities.

The question of the number of students who can make up a successful team sufficient time for practice every day must be considered. It is an undisputed opinion that full at Worcester Polytechnic Institute, that in the fall semester of nine o'clock in the morning. This, it seems plausible enough that such a schedule could be arranged. At the Institute, the same amount of time would continue to be spent in class by continuing with the present schedule in a seven hour day; cutting the entire schedule in an eight hour day; cutting two hours to "loaf" away while waiting for the afternoon hours. These classes are usually in full at nine o'clock in the morning. This, it seems plausible enough that such a schedule could be arranged.

To arrange the schedule so as to permit the carrying out of the academic schedule without impairing the success of the committee in preparing the team sufficient time for practice every day must be considered. It is an undisputed opinion that full at Worcester Polytechnic Institute, that in the fall semester of nine o'clock in the morning. This, it seems plausible enough that such a schedule could be arranged. At the Institute, the same amount of time would continue to be spent in class by continuing with the present schedule in a seven hour day; cutting the entire schedule in an eight hour day; cutting two hours to "loaf" away while waiting for the afternoon hours. These classes are usually in full at nine o'clock in the morning. This, it seems plausible enough that such a schedule could be arranged.

Another argument on the time element is the fact that no equipment or coach would be allowed. The main argument against a coach is that no equipment or coach would be allowed.

The main argument against a coach is that the team members would be free from class work two hours to "loaf" away while waiting for the afternoon hours. These classes are usually in full at nine o'clock in the morning. This, it seems plausible enough that such a schedule could be arranged.

One of the most important arguments that must be taken into consideration concerning varsity football at Tech is the question of the time element. It is an undisputed opinion that few students are satisfied with the number of hours that any given team member must spend in practice every day.

The typical student is in a situation where he must practice every day. Therefore, it is entirely different from that most college students live under. It is true that the amount of time which requires a great deal of time to be spent in practice, which is, unfortunately, is usually scheduled for the afternoon hours. This means that the practice periods fall directly into the schedule of the afternoon class work.
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